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Abstract—This paper presents experiences from Robotics, a long-term project at the Swiss National Exposition Expo.02, where mobile robots served as tour guides. It includes a description of the design and implementation of the robot and addresses reliability and safety aspects, which are important when operating robots in public spaces. It also presents an assessment of human–robot interaction during the exhibition. In order to understand the objectives of interaction, the exhibition itself is described. This includes details of how the human–robot interaction capabilities of the robots have evolved over a 5-month period. Requirements for the robotic system are explained, and it is shown how the design goals of reliability and safe operability, and effective interaction, were achieved through appropriate choice of hardware and software, and the inclusion of redundant features. The modalities of the robot system with interactive functions are presented in detail. Perceptive elements (motion detection, face tracking, speech recognition, buttons) are distinguished from expressive ones (robotic face, speech synthesis, colored button lights). An approach for combining stage-play and reactive scenarios is presented. The authors also explain how an emotional state machine was used to create convincing robot expressions. Experimental results, both technical and those based on a visitor survey, as well as a qualitative discussion, give a detailed report on the authors’ experiences in this project.

I. INTRODUCTION

MOBILE robots have begun to appear in public spaces such as supermarkets, museums, and expositions. These robots need to interact with people and to provide them with information. They have to invite people to use the services offered. To do so, communication must be intuitive, so that people, inexperienced with mobile robots, can interact with the system without prior instructions. This calls for spoken dialogues, as it is the natural means of communication among us. Tour-guide robots are required to perform in dynamic environments. This often involves responding to complex inputs from several sources. In other words, sensory interpretation and action preparation become primal aspects of such systems. Their action–perception loop should detect and register several kinds of events and create appropriate motion and expressions.

At the Swiss National Exhibition Expo.02, 11 RoboXs were used as tour guides in a public exposition for a period of five months. Presentation and reactive scenarios are combined using stage-play elements and a continuously running emotional state machine. Reactive scenarios were used in the events of obstruction, wrong use of interaction modalities by the user, and low battery level.

Tour guiding required the robots to move in a densely populated exposition space from exhibit to exhibit. Closeness to the 53 visitors called for safe operation of the robot. The long duration of the exposition made system reliability an important design goal. Requirements for human intervention and supervision had to be kept within tight limits, in order to make the Robotics@ Expo.02 a success, and to render interaction credible.

A. Structure

This paper has three goals, namely: 1) describing design and construction elements required to achieve reliable and safe operation during the Expo.02; 2) presenting modalities and strategies for interaction; and 3) assessing the interactive performance achieved by the tour-guide robot.

After reporting on related work, the exposition Expo.02 is outlined. The tour-guide robot is presented and its modalities are outlined for interaction are explained. The creation of interactive scenarios is addressed and the functioning of the emotional state machine is explained.

Results comprise the performance of the robot and of its individual modalities of interaction and a survey on human–robot interaction. To conclude, experiences from operating the robots during the 5-month period are summarized as a qualitative discussion of the evolution of interaction scenarios.

B. Related Work

There are a variety of robotic systems for interaction, some of which are commercialized (e.g., Sony’s AIBO [1]) or at a prototype stage (e.g., Honda’s ASIMO [2]), while others are used in research and academia. They underline the importance of appearance, which has to be sufficiently lifelike, while still remaining distinctly artificial. In order to avoid the uncanny valley [3] of emotional rejection, such systems should be well received by the user. This is emphasized as well by Kismet [4], a robot research platform able to learn behavior. In these cases, interaction is a reactive task, usually involving one human and one robot.

Among the publications pertaining to robots in expositions, some focus on navigation [5]–[7], while others stress on the interaction modalities [8]–[10].
By navigational aspects, we mean the task of guiding visitors, particularly in densely populated environments: maintaining visitor interest and allowing a group to move toward the next exhibit by asking for leeway in situations where the robot is blocked.

Experience with Rhino [5] in public spaces underlines the importance of dedicated interfaces for interaction. The tour-guide robot Minerva [6] was equipped with a face and had four different emotional states to further improve interaction.

The navigation approach of these robots has shown its strength in museums for one week (19 km) and two weeks (44 km), respectively. This navigation relied on off-board resources and is reported to be sensitive to environmental dynamics.

The Mobot Museum Robot Series reported in [8] and [9] puts more focus on interaction and design, simplifying its navigation task by means of artificial landmarks in the environment. The robots Sage [8], Chips, Sweetlips, Joe, and Adam [9] emerged over the years and used an increasing number of interaction modalities. They operated for up to three years with Sage covering a total of 323 km [8] and Chips, Sweetlips, Joe, and Adam each covering more than 600 km [9]. With the exception of the last mentioned robot, the movements of the others were limited to a predefined set of unidirectional safe routes in order to simplify both localization and path planning.

More expressive modalities do not necessarily imply better interaction. In [11] and [12], the effectiveness of several modalities for interaction is evaluated based on the attention that a robot receives. The human interest in a robot also varies over time, as a school class experiment [13] shows. In the beginning, the unusual robot experience raised enormous interest among the pupils that vanished within a week. Apparently, success in short term and long term have different reasons and may require different modalities.

Another permanent installation of mobile robots is at the Deutsches Museum für Kommunikation (German Museum of Communication) in Berlin [7]. Three robots have a dedicated task each, like welcoming visitors, offering them exhibition-related information, and entertaining visitors. They navigate in a restricted and structured area. Localization uses segment features and a heuristic scheme for matching and pose estimation. Information about the museum is provided using multimedia equipment, and one robot chases a ball.

After agreeing on one of the official languages of Expo.02 (English, French, Italian, or German), the robot started moving to the exhibits like Industry robot (A), Medical robot (B), Fossil (D) (showing body implants), or mechanical underwater toys at Aquaroids (E). Visitors could control the miniature robot Alice (F) using buttons on the tour-guide robots. Other exhibits like Face Tracking (K) and our Supervision Lab (M) or the robot 152 presentation of itself Me, myself and I (C) gave some insight into the mobile robots’ perception of the environment.

The tours were dynamic, in that the exhibits presented were chosen by the visitor. After completing the presentation of one exhibit, robots requested a list of free exhibits. To promote visitor flow toward the exit, only free exhibits, located closer to the exit than the current could be selected by the visitors.

A tour ended after a fixed number of exhibits, with the robot saying goodbye and returning to the welcome area.

Some robots were dedicated to one exhibit and interacted without the need to give a tour: the Presenter robot (G), explaining the inner workings of a robot, the Jukebot (H), proposing a selection of music, the Philosopher (J), speaking about good and the world, and the Photographer (L), taking 166 pictures and displaying them on three television towers, the so-called Cadavre Exquis (N).

II. Tour Guide: RoboX

The autonomous mobile system RoboX was developed for Expo.02 at the Autonomous Systems Lab and produced by its spin-off company BlueBotics SA. It is shown in Fig. 2. Safe and reliable operation was mandatory for its use in a public exposition, in close proximity to hundreds of visitors. For most of the visitors, RoboX was the first contact with a real robot. This called for friendly appearance and an intuitive operation.

How visitors would react toward an autonomous machine was difficult to predict. Thus, considerable effort was undertaken to make the robot robust against destructive behavior.

A. Hardware

In order to ensure that visitors could easily spot RoboX even in crowded settings, the robot’s height is 1.65 m. Heavy 182 components are in its mobile base, which has a diameter of 0.70 m (0.90 m with foam bumpers), giving the robot good equilibrium. The battery pack provides up to 12 h of autonomy and makes up a large part of the system’s weight of 115 kg. RoboX has two differentially driven wheels on its middle axis, which allows turning on the spot. This is a key feature when visitors are blocking its way.

The mobile base contains the following: two laser range finders (Sick LMS 200); the drive motors; the safety circuit; and the tactile bumpers. Additionally, the two computers making up the robot autonomous, a PowerPC 375 MHz running XO/2 and a personal computer (PC) Pentium III 700 MHz running Windows 2000, are located there. To interact with visitors, RoboX provides a mechanical face with a Firewire color camera and a light-emitting diode (LED) matrix, two loudspeakers, and interactive buttons. Two robots were equipped with a directional microphone matrix (Andrea Electronics DA-400 2.0) for 199
Fig. 1. Overview of the Robotics exhibition at Expo.02. The plan in the upper left indicates the location of exhibits and other places of interest. The insets are labeled accordingly, as well as some references in the main text. Exhibits A–N were parts of guided tours (exhibit Z was added to this list for the last two months). Label X denotes the exit. (A) Industrial robot playing with toys. (B) Medical robot. (C) Me, myself and I. (D) Fossil (medical implants in amber). (E) Aquaroids (underwater toys). (F) Alice, the sugar-cube sized minirobot. (G) Presenter robot. (H) Jukebot. (J) Philosopher. (K) Face Tracking. (L) Photographer. (M) Supervision Lab. (N) Cadavre Exquis mixing photos of visitors taken by Photographer with images of mechanical parts in order to create virtual cyborgs. (X) Exposition seen from the outside. (Z) Shrimp, the outdoor robot in a huge hamster wheel.

speech recognition. Modalities for interaction are explained in more detail in Section III.

B. Navigation

The navigation system is composed of localization, path planning, and obstacle avoidance. These tasks are executed by the real-time operating system (RTOS) running on the PowerPC. No off-line resources are required. A graph-based map underlies localization and global path planning. It contains geometric and topological information. Exhibits are represented as goal nodes. Via nodes, which are nodes with a bigger goal area, are used to model environment topology and anchor geometric features. A local geometric environment model is used for local path planning and obstacle avoidance. Localization is based on line features extracted from laser range data, with multiple hypotheses tracked using a Kalman filter [15]. It was designed for operation in unmodified environments and performs well in cluttered situations. Using line features keeps the map compact and computational costs low.

Motion control combines several approaches, in a manner similar to the following [16]: NF1 [17] for local path planning; elastic bands [18] as adaptive path representation; and the dynamic window approach [19] for obstacle avoidance. The method has high computational efficiency due to lookup tables similar to [20]. More details can be found in [21].

C. Safety

Robot components that influence motion are defined as safety critical, namely: speed control; obstacle avoidance; laser scanner; and bumpers. All those are running on the RTOS of the PowerPC. Taking into account the possibility of a failure of the PowerPC, a redundant safety controller is added. It is implemented using a peripheral interface controller...
Fig. 2. (a) Interactive mobile robot RoboX. (b) Navigation and interaction elements of RoboX. (c) RoboX safety system layout: Navigational components on the RTOS of the PowerPC, Windows 2000 contains interactive components only (i.e., not safety critical). The PIC microcontroller serves as a watchdog and provides redundancy, it causes emergency stops in case of failures. Centralized supervision eases management of the 11 robots.

III. MODALITIES FOR INTERACTION

In an exhibition, the tour-guide robot interacts with individual visitors as well as crowds of people. In both situations, it is important that RoboX takes the initiative. Thus, a primary component of a successful tour guide is the ability to engage in a meaningful conversation in an appealing way. High-performance environmental perception and intuitive expressive elements are the means used to achieve this goal.

In the following, the modalities for interaction are presented and their main features described. We distinguish perceptive and expressive modalities.

A. Perceptive Modalities

RoboX is equipped with multiple sensors. A camera and two laser scanners give the robot a sense of people surrounding it, an important skill for interaction as reported in other public space...
The face tracking system detects the number of faces in the camera’s field of view and determines how long they remain in front of the robot. Visitors use speech recognition or the buttons to interact with the robot. The robot also detects if someone or something touches the buttons or bumpers. Finally, the battery level is measured and used as an input for reactive scenarios and the emotional state machine. In the following, the main perceptive elements are described in more detail.

1) Motion Detection: Motion is detected in order to find people in the robot’s vicinity. Other methods could be employed, e.g., using shape information [25], [26] or singularities in the environment [27]. Our method is presented in detail in [28]–[30]. A result of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 3(a). The environment is assumed to be convex and static in the beginning. The range readings are integrated into the so-called static map, consisting of all currently visible elements that do not move. Only one information is stored for each angle. In the next step, the new information from the range finder is compared with the static map. Assuming a Gaussian distribution of the sensor readings representing a given element, a chi-square test can be used to decide whether the current reading belongs to one of the elements of the static map or originates from a dynamic object. All static readings are used to update the static map. Readings labeled as dynamic are used to verify the static map as follows: If the reading labeled as dynamic is closer to the robot than the corresponding value from the static map, the latter persists. In case it is farther away than the map value, it is used to update the map, but remains labeled as dynamic.

All dynamic elements are clustered according to their spatial location. Each cluster is assigned a unique identification (ID) and the center of gravity of its constituting points in Cartesian space is computed. The classification, update, and validation steps are repeated for every new scan. In case of robot motion, the static map is warped to the new position.

2) Face Tracking: Fig. 4 shows an example of face tracking based on red green blue (RGB) data of the camera located in the robot’s left eye. Skin-colored regions are extracted using an algorithm presented in [31] and [32]. To reduce the sensitivity against illumination, green and blue are normalized using the red channel. Then, fixed ranges for blue, green, and brightness are accepted as skin color. Taking brightness into account rejects regions of insufficient saturation. Erosion and dilation remove small regions from the resulting binary image. The binary image is clustered and the contour of each cluster is extracted. Heuristic filters are applied to suppress skin color regions that are not faces. These filters are based on rectangular areas, their aspect ratio, and the percentage of skin color within the rectangle. Clusters are linked over time using the nearest-neighbor assignment. Clusters that remain unassigned are added and tracked until they leave the camera’s field of view.

Information gathered from the face tracker is used in several interaction parts. Together with motion tracking, it helps to verify the presence of visitors and to orient the robot’s face toward the user. Furthermore, it triggers the behavior engine emotional state machine, which is presented in Section IV.
3) Speech Recognition: A primary requirement of Expo.02 was that the tour-guide robots should be capable to interact with visitors using four languages: French, German, Italian, and English. The large number of visitors prohibited the use of handheld microphones as in [10], the adopted solution was to mount a microphone array on the robot.

Studying related work on tour-guide robots led us to the following observations [33]. First, even without voice-enabled interfaces, tour-guide robots are very complex, involving several subsystems that need to communicate efficiently in real time. This calls for speech interaction techniques that are easy to specify and maintain, and that lead to robust and fast speech processing. Second, the tasks that most tour-guide robots are expected to perform typically require only a limited amount of information from the visitors [34]. These points argue in favor of a very limited but meaningful speech recognition vocabulary and for a simple dialogue management approach.

The solution adopted is based on yes/no questions initiated by the robot where visitors’ responses can be in the four required languages (oui/non, ja/nein, si/no, yes/no). This simplifies the voice-enabled interface by eliminating the specific speech understanding module and allows only eight words as multilingual universal commands. The meaning of these commands depends on the context of the questions asked by the robot. A third observation is that tour-guide robots have to operate in very noisy environments, where they need to interact with many casual persons (visitors). Fig. 5 presents typical speech samples from quiet and noisy conditions. In the exhibition room, the signal is drowned in babble combined with the noise of robot movement and beep sounds. This calls for speaker-independent speech recognition and for robustness against noise. The first task of the speech recognition event is the acquisition of the useful part of the speech signal. The adoption of acquisition limited in time (3 s) is motivated by the average length of yes/no
and inform them of its intentions and goals. The most natural
B. Expressive Modalities

Buttons were used as a robust means of enabling communication with the visitors under
conditions. They allow selecting the language, responding to
questions, controlling exhibits via RoboX, and other types
of actions. Their state (waiting for input, yes/no, language
selection, etc.) was indicated by lights, making it an expressive
component as well as an input device.

When RoboX finds people in close distance, it should greet
and inform them of its intentions and goals. The most natural

and appealing way to do this is by speaking. In addition to 412
speech, a large number of facial expressions and body move-
ments are used in human communication to enhance the mean-
ing of the spoken dialogue. Additional expression is conveyed
by varying prosodic parameters.

Certain researchers state that in order to socially interact
with humans, robots must be believable and lifelike, must 418
have behavioral consistency, and have ways of expressing their 419
internal states [38]. Our goal was to create a credible character 420
in that sense for guiding tours. We describe how the robot uses
its face and speech synthesis to convey expressions.

1) Face: Communicating with humans usually seek the face
of the dialogue partner. Its expressions provides crucial ad-
ditional information for interpreting the spoken messages. To
provide a similar anchor of communication for RoboX, the 425
mechanical face, shown in Fig. 6 was built with two eyes. 427
Expressions are created with its five degrees of freedom and 428
the LED matrix in the right eye. Each eye has two degrees of 429
freedom. The eyebrows have one common degree of freedom. 430
There is no articulated mouth, to avoid synchronization prob-
elses with synthesized speech or the strange situation of a robot 431
that speaks without moving its mouth. 433

The LED matrix displays small icons or animations. The 434
matrix consists of 69 blue LEDs and serves as a miniature 435
display. It improves otherwise less comprehensible expressions. 436
An intuitive way of conveying the robot’s mood is changing 437
the light intensity: Low light intensity makes the robot 438
seem sad or tired, whereas bright light emits an impression of 439
alertness. Expressiveness was achieved with eye movements 440
and LEDs in two manners, namely: 1) showing an iris; or 441
2) displaying icons. The default picture on the matrix is the 442
iris, its size is determined by the robot’s mood. This creates 443
a symmetric face since the left eye with the camera has a blue 444
iris, too. The nondefault pictures are six icons that symbolize 445
the six basic expressions (see Section IV), some of which are 446
shown in Fig. 6. They appear at the same time as random 447
eye movements intended to avoiding an uncomfortable robotic 448
stare.

The LED display and eye movements express the state of the 450
robot. Apparition effect, duration, and disappearance effect can 451
be individually defined for each icon. Default expressions can 452
be used for stage-play scenarios, i.e., when the robot executes a 453
predefined sequence of movements to convey its internal state
(Fig. 7).

2) Speech Synthesis: Speech synthesis allows the robot to 456
express itself in the four languages of Expo.02. Environmental 457
conditions (large rooms with many people) were a challenge for 458
audibility.
The use of prerecorded samples was ruled out by the requirement of conveying the robot’s emotional state by modulating speech parameters, and to allow dynamic generation of spoken sequences. RoboX employs speech synthesis system based on LAIPTTS [39], [40] and Mbrola [41] for French and German, whereas English and Italian were synthesized using ViaVoice [42]. Prosodic parameters as pitch, volume, and rate can be changed while the robot is speaking.

IV. EMOTIONAL STATE MACHINE

The emotional state machine is an internal representation modeling the mood of RoboX [43]. Its inputs are signals from several sources, including commands from the scenario. These sources or explicit scenario inputs, which are transformed to a 5-Dimensional Stance (A VS) space [44] as an internal representation of the emotional state, ensuring a smooth transition.

If the robot cannot fulfill its task, it becomes unhappy (sorrowful when nobody is in sight during a presentation; angry when someone completely blocks the way). The robot is happy (joyful when seeing someone;Content retrieved
TABLE II
SOURCES AND CONDITIONS ORDERED BY PRIORITY WITH THE AFFECT THEY RAISE. EMOTIONAL STATE MACHINE ENSURES SMOOTH TRANSITIONS BETWEEN EXPRESSIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Signal type</th>
<th>Affect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Battery</td>
<td>low level</td>
<td>sorrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bumpers</td>
<td>touched front/back</td>
<td>anger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation</td>
<td>blocked front/back</td>
<td>anger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buttons</td>
<td>touched without question</td>
<td>anger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion Detection</td>
<td>nobody in sight</td>
<td>sorrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$&lt; X$ persons</td>
<td>disgust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$&gt; X$ persons</td>
<td>joy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face Tracking</td>
<td>nobody in sight</td>
<td>sorrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$&lt; X$ persons</td>
<td>disgust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$&gt; X$ persons</td>
<td>joy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using (1), where $a_{\text{prev}}$ denotes the previous affect. The duration of an expression change is denoted by $T$

$$a_{\text{new}} = \frac{1}{T+1} (Ta_{\text{prev}} + a_{\text{input}}).$$

The duration of an expression change is a function of the position of the input affect point, particularly of its arousal coefficient. This takes into account the fact that expressions change with different speed. Surprise is usually instantaneous; sorrow, however, comes much slower.

**D. Expression Generation**

The parameter set $p_{\text{new}}$ for the new expression, which is displayed, is a weighted mean of the parameter sets $p_e$ for the seven template expressions, denoted as $E$. The inverse of the distance of the current state $a_{\text{new}}$ to the template states $a_e$ is the weight $w_e$. The new parameter set is given by

$$w_e = \left( 1 + \left\| a_{\text{new}} - a_e \right\| \right)^{-1}$$

$$p_{\text{new}} = \frac{1}{\sum E w_e \sum E w_e p_e}.$$

Intuitively, the closer the current state is to the center of a template expression, the more the current expression reflects that emotional state. Transitions from one expression to another do not need to be modeled explicitly, but result from the state transition in the affect space as shown in Fig. 10.

**V. INTERACTIVE SCENARIOS**

Interactive scenarios are the combination of stage-play presentations and reactive scenarios. By reactive scenarios, we mean small dedicated programs for special situations. Fig. 7 gives an overview of the interactive system.

The scenario composition explains how to create stage-play scenarios for presenting exhibits and reactive scenarios for special situations (robot blocked, battery low). The scenarios may influence the expression directly, by requesting a certain emotional state, or rely on a continuous interpretation of the sensor data to generate expressions.

Stage-play scenarios can combine modalities for interaction (Fig. 11) to create presentations [Fig. 12(a)]. In their simplest form, stage-play scenarios are a linear succession of commands. Introducing parallel execution of tasks increases the scenario’s complexity, for instance, allowing to change the facial expression while speaking. Even more complex scenarios contain branches. Such decisions may depend on speech recognition [see the example in Fig. 12(a)], motion detection, or button events.

Two kinds of scenarios are used, namely: 1) presentation scenarios; and 2) reactive scenarios. Depending on the interaction strategy, presentation scenarios are used as a set to create a tour, or dedicated for one application. Presentation scenarios in a tour are executed depending on visitor choices and the availability of free exhibits.

The emotional state machine may inject reactive scenarios into the program, if required, even when a presentation scenario is already running.

When a reactive scenario is triggered, the main program dynamically changes the current presentation scenario. The corresponding reactive scenario is executed until the robot can continue the tour. It is possible to load a number of different scenarios for each case, which allows the robot to vary comments, if the situation did not change after execution of the first reactive scenario.
Fig. 10. Relation between affect and expressive modalities during a short experiment. (a) Affect change in the AVS space over time. (b) Parameters for eyes in percent of their maximal value over time. (c) Parameters for synthesized speech, where 1.0 is the default value for volume and speed. In the beginning, nobody is in sight. The robot, thus, shows sorrow until someone arrives. At this time, the arousal value rises very fast, closely following the input arousal signal. The visitor then plays with the buttons, without being asked to use them. The robot becomes nervous and begins to lower its eyebrows. As soon as the visitor stops using the buttons, the joy expression is triggered. Finally, the visitor leaves the robots, which then goes back to a sad expression.

A. Presentation Scenario

Fig. 12(a) shows a typical presentation scenario. This scenario is executed upon reaching exhibit Alice (F). Assuming 598 people are following the robot, RoboX asks whether or not to present Alice. The answer, given via speech recognition or a 600 button input determines the next step in the scenario. Upon completion of the presentation RoboX continues the tour to a 602 free exhibit.

Fig. 11. Block diagram of the main modalities for interaction and how they are linked. Three interfaces function as gateways, namely: 1) the supervision computer; 2) the control of the environment through a dedicated server (Domos); and 3) the navigation part of the robot.

B. Reactive Scenario

The reaction of RoboX to different situations is programmed with respect to the goals and needs of the tour. For example, if a visitor is blocking the path, RoboX shows anger, because this delays the tour. Cases for which reactive scenarios were developed are as follows: batteries are running low; someone is playing with the buttons; the robot is blocked; and the bumpers are touched. An example is given in Fig. 12(b). It is started when the robot is blocked.

VI. RESULTS

The exposition Expo.02 took place from May until October 2002. Robotics was one exhibition among several related to different topics. It was open to the public 10 h a day and 12 h during the last month.

The visitors typically spent 10–30 min in the Robotics@Expo.02 exhibition. This classifies the man–machine contact as short-term interaction, where the visitors, in contrast to the exposition staff, did not have enough time to form a deeper relationship with the robots as in the experiments reported in [13].

We will report on the overall performance of the robots during the exposition. We try to assess the quality of the...
interaction through a survey and analyze the performance of interaction modalities separately.

Throughout the exposition scenarios evolved, presentations changed and new strategies were developed. In conclusion, we report on observations made in the exposition related to these modifications.

A. Robot Performance During the Exposition

During Expo.02, 11 RoboXs were guiding more than 686,000 visitors through Robotics. Everyday, between 6 and 11 robots were running a 10-h shift each. On the average, 8.4 robots were interacting with 4317 visitors per day (minimum = 2299 and maximum = 5473 visitors), adding up to the following operational values:

1) total run time: 13,313 h;
2) total motion time: 9415 h;
3) traveled distance: 3316 km;
4) maximum speed: 0.6 m/s;
5) average speed: 0.098 m/s;
6) average interactions: 51 visitors/robot/h;
7) mean time between failure (MTBF): 3.26 h.

From the point of view of the performance, MTBF is probably most interesting. Note that a failure is defined as a problem requiring a human intervention in order to allow a robot to continue its work.

Fig. 13 shows the MTBF averaged over 11 robots for each day of the exposition. During the first 30 days, the MTBF increased from 1 to 7 h. This represents the trial phase. Despite our demands, on-site testing prior to the beginning of the exposition was limited to two days.

During the last month of the exhibition, the MTBF drops again. One reason for this is the extension of the opening time from 10 h, for which the robot were designed, to 12 h. It not only increased the wear on the robots, particularly the batteries, but also imposed an additional burden on the staff. Consequently, visitors were not always stopped when abusing the robots by kicking or pushing them around. A detailed analysis of performance data can be found in [45].

Summarizing, we judge the MTBF of 3.26 h per robot as satisfactory for a system built from scratch within a year. This MTBF corresponds to approximately 25 human interventions per day for the whole exhibition.

Regarding the safety aspects, we neither received complaints nor did we observe any dangerous situations. Accidents did not occur. When not obstructed intentionally by visitors, obstacle avoidance tries to circumvent whatever or whoever is blocking the way.
avoidance was able to guide RoboX, even in tight situations without collision. Of course, intentional obstructions occurred. The low speed of RoboX and its immediate stopping on contact made blocking the robot’s way a popular and harmless game for visitors.

B. Results From Survey

We made a survey to evaluate the quality of the exposition and the importance of the different modalities. The queried visitor had to answer the following questions:

1) How do you rate the robot’s appearance?
2) How do you rate the robot’s character?
3) How good is the synthesized speech?
4) How did you learn to use the robot?
5) How do you rate the speech recognition? (only on two robots)
6) Which sensor is used for navigation?
7) Which exhibits did you visit?
8) How do you rate the exhibition?
9) Would you prefer a normal information desk or an interactive robot when asking for directions?

Answers were collected from 209 visitors, 106 (58%) female and 89 (42%) male, speaking German 128 (61%), French 75 (36%), or Italian 6 (3%). The average age was 34.4 years, the oldest participant was 74 years old, and the youngest was five years old.

The aggregated results to questions 1, 2, and 8 show a very similar distribution as follows: very good (20%); good (51%); acceptable (26%); bad (3%) within a small margin (3%). This strongly suggests that, during the short time of their stay, visitors perceived the robots, probably the entire exposition as a whole.

Speech synthesis (question 3) was rated above the overall average with a distribution as follows: very good (31%); good (44%); satisfactory (24%); and bad (1%). The same applies for speech recognition (question 5) with a distribution as follows: very good (37%); good (39%); satisfactory (20%); and bad (4%).

When asked how they learned to use the robot (question 4), most visitors selected the first answer (from the robot itself), as shown in Fig. 14(a). However, the fact that 11% did not learn to use the robots shows that the reluctance to touch and interact with a machine is not negligible and particular effort has to be made to ease the first contact.

In the same survey, visitors were asked questions about the functioning of the robot (question 6). As shown in Fig. 14(b), more than two thirds of the visitors understood that robots use laser sensors and not eyes for navigation.

These results probably explain why the visitors would prefer the robot (72%) to an information desk (28%) to ask for directions (question 9) in places like train stations or expositions.

C. Evaluation of Modalities for Interaction

Regarding the modalities for interaction, we were interested in the reliability of motion detection, face tracking, and speech recognition under Expo.02 conditions. Concerning the expressive modalities, we wanted to know whether visitors could understand the synthesized speech and the expressions generated.

To evaluate the perceptive modalities, we manually evaluated sequences from Expo.02 and compared this to the results that RoboX obtained. The testing terminology is as follows: By detected, we refer to all those elements that were correctly detected. The detection rate is the ratio of correct recognition to all correct elements. A type-I error is the rejection of a correct element; it refers to the number of correct elements present. Finally, a type-II error is the failure to reject a wrong element; it relates to the sum of correct and false detection.

1) Motion Detection: Motion detection was evaluated on a sequence of 279 scans from the robot Photographer (L). On the average, nine persons were present in a scan. The minimum was 5 and the maximum was 14 persons.
error was found to increase with the number of persons present.

Dense crowds of visitors often caused partial occlusions. The
remaining motion clusters were too small to be considered as a
person and accumulated to an error of 9.2%

Regarding the environment, Photographer (L) was operating
in a very structured part of Robotics@Expo.02. Different
from those robots operating in the main hall, a high percent-
age of its scans represented static environment. Despite this,
static elements were rarely confused with motion. The error
remained small 2.8%. The overall detection rate for motion
amounts to 90.9%.

2) Face Tracking: The performance of the face tracking
algorithm was evaluated quantitatively from a sequence of im-
ages, similar to the one shown in Table IV. The sequence lasting
11 min was sampled at 4 Hz resulting in 2800 images. The
manual evaluation of the faces present, detected and tracked per
image, was limited to every twentieth image, since consecutive
images are very similar. In total, 169 images were classified.

The results are summarized in Table IV. Images were classified
in categories. We distinguish images as follows: sharp images;
images with motion blur; and dark images. The dark image
class comprises a part at the beginning of the sequence with
very low illumination, for which the skin color model was not
included symbols for the different expressions. Fig. 6 shows
expressions, RoboX even used an asymmetric mechanical face
with a certain liberty regarding the appearance of the robot. To create
synthesized speech involved at all. Here, it appears as if the robot came to
expected surprise and something out of the ordinary. This creates

As found in the survey (Sec-

5) Expressions: In the context of an exhibition, visitors expect surprise and something out of the ordinary. This creates
a certain liberty regarding the appearance of the robot. To create
expressions, RoboX even used an asymmetric mechanical face
without a mouth. Even if the visitor is prepared for something unusual, the template expressions should be readily discernable
and joy where well recognized. Disgust, anger, and surprise show poor results.

Apparently, recognition of the latter three expressions relies on the shape of the mouth. Consequently, for Expo.02, we included symbols for the different expressions. Fig. 6 shows 831
The discussion comprises an assessment of interaction strategies by means of visitor density, a report on the evolution of scenarios and changes in the exhibition, and personal impressions from staff members, who worked in Robotics@Expo.02 throughout the 5-month period.

A. Interaction Strategies and Visitor Density

In the survey, visitors were asked which stations the robot presented to them. The distribution is shown in Fig. 16. Labels correspond to locations in Fig. 1. Exhibits are ordered according to their distance from the entry. Dark bars indicated the robots as exhibits and lighter bars indicate the tour-guide exhibits. The corresponding locations are shown in Fig. 1. There are strong variations between both groups. It is interesting to note that with Medical robot (B) and Me, myself and I (C), the first stations of the tour are the most crowded. The Photobot (L) and Jukebot (J) succeed in attracting visitors even toward the exit of the exhibition. The location of less popular stations (D,G, J) is between the wall and the bioscope, which was outside the mainstream of visitors. The first tour-station Industry robot (A) and the last Cadavre Exquis receive less visitors due to effects of forming groups and leaving the exposition.

Fig. 16. Number of visitors per exhibit. Exhibits are arranged according to their distance from the entry. Dark bars indicated the robots as exhibits and lighter bars indicate the tour-guide exhibits. The corresponding locations are shown in Fig. 1. There are strong variations between both groups. It is interesting to note that with Medical robot (B) and Me, myself and I (C), the first stations of the tour are the most crowded. The Photobot (L) and Jukebot (J) succeed in attracting visitors even toward the exit of the exhibition. The location of less popular stations (D,G, J) is between the wall and the bioscope, which was outside the mainstream of visitors. The first tour-station Industry robot (A) and the last Cadavre Exquis receive less visitors due to effects of forming groups and leaving the exposition.

TABLE VI
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR RECOGNITION OF FACIAL EXPRESSIONS.
PERCENT OF CORRECTLY RECOGNIZED EXPRESSIONS FROM A GROUP OF 37 PERSONS IS SHOWN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>fear</th>
<th>sorrow</th>
<th>joy</th>
<th>disgust</th>
<th>anger</th>
<th>surprise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55.0%</td>
<td>85.7%</td>
<td>55.4%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As was pointed out earlier, visitors perceived the exhibition as a whole, making it difficult to evaluate different types of interaction directly with a survey. However, visitors correctly remembered which part of the exposition they visited. We argue that the number of visitors per exhibit indicates its popularity and try to infer from this which types of interactions were appealing to visitors.

Particular interest received: Photobot (L) and Jukebot (J), which were not part of the guided tour, but were served by a dedicated RoboX. Among the tour stations, two of the three foremost stations received the most attention [Medical robot (B) and Me, myself and I (C)].

Visitors started the exhibition by joining a guided tour provided by the robots. With the exception of Fossil (D), the number of persons per guided group decreased gradually toward the exit, probably because they were attracted to other parts of the exhibition. Our observations throughout Expo.02 confirm the visitor distribution derived from the survey and shown in Fig. 16. In our opinion, the lack of visitors at Industrial robot (A) was due to its proximity to the welcome area. Visitors sometimes started tours inadvertently, selecting the wrong lan-165 guage. Instead of following the robot, they joined another tour in their language given by one of the other robots nearby. In fact, when we moved the welcome area from around point (A) into the hallway near point (Z), more visitors were attracted to Industrial robot.

The Fossil (D) exhibit was presented using the same techniques as Medical robot (B), Me, myself and I (C), and Aquaroids (E). The lack in visitors may be attributed to its location as it is not in the exhibition's mainstream. This may also apply to the Presenter robot (G) located nearby, which was explaining some insights of RoboX using projected slides. Stations that explained robot perception were Face Tracking (K) and Supervision Lab (M).

The noticeable interest in the exhibits Photobot (L) and Jukebot (H) convinced us that short and highly reactive scenarios create an interesting interaction for the visitor, since their actions were immediately rewarded by the robot.

B. Scenario Evolution

Stage-play scenarios were revised throughout Expo.02, reflecting experience gathered during the exhibition. As an example of this evolution, the introduction scenario is outlined. Then

---

832 the use of a question mark for surprise and an X-symbol for disgust, creating more distinctive expressions.
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we address the issue of timing with regards to visitor behavior and robot reaction.

1) Introduction Scenario: A critical point in the exposition was the first contact of visitors and robots. The problem was explaining how to operate the robot to select the tour language, without knowing the visitor’s language. In case of selecting the wrong language, visitors normally ceased interaction with this robot and moved on to another.

The introduction scenario was revised several times. Two independent versions were maintained, one for the two robots with speech recognition and one for those using buttons only. In the first versions of the voice-enabled introduction scenario, RoboX asked four questions, “Do you speak English/German/French/Italian?” in the four official languages. Although these questions implied a yes/no answer, people often expected the robot to understand utterances such as “No Italiano” or “Ich spreche Deutsch.” To avoid this, we refined the questions to: “For English/French/German/Italian, answer with yes/oui/ja/si or no/non/nein/no” in the four languages supported by the interface. This made the “introduction sequence” longer than before, but more effective.

Similar problems arose for introduction scenario using buttons. It started with the question sequence “red—French/blue—German/green—English/orange—Italian”. When saying “red for French,” some visitors immediately pressed on the red alarm button instead of waiting for the end of the sentence and choosing by pressing on the red colored button.

The best working solution for the introduction scenario finally consisted in attracting interest using an artificial babble language, explaining the language choice in all four languages, confirming the choice, and eventually starting the tour.

Moving the place where robots were waiting for the visitors from the main hall [around point (A)] into the hallway [close to (Z)] resulted in a more reliable language selection. Here, visitors were not yet confronted with the entire exhibition and could better focus on one robot, reducing the problem of false language selection.

2) Timing: In the context of questions and answers, as in the combination of stage-play and reactive behavior, timing was found to be of particular importance.

When initially creating scenarios, we expected the robot to state a question and then visitors to answer during a certain lapse of time. However, in reality, visitors had a tendency to reply immediately, even before the robot finished the question and was prepared to handle the answer. Other visitors hesitated or were undecided until the robot quit expecting an answer.

This was particularly difficult for speech recognition. The noisy conditions in the first case lead to recognition errors. The failure to act correctly upon answers lead to disappointment. Thus, as an additional information, the LED matrix display was used to signal the right moments for answering using start and stop symbols. In the case of button input, flashing lights around the buttons were used to indicate when the robot was waiting for an answer.

Timing was also found to be an issue when combining stage-play and reactive scenarios. Sometimes, events like touching the buttons occurred while the robot was in the middle of a long task; when it finally responded to the event after task completion, the situation sometimes had evolved so much, so that the relation of event and scenario was difficult to discern for the inexperienced visitor. As a remedy to enable faster reaction, robot speech was changed from long monologues to short phrases.

C. Impressions

From discussion and observation of the exposition, we learned that visitors appreciate robots that react quickly and in a diverse nonforeseeable way. This is further confirmed by the success of reactive scenarios with visitors and their enthusiasm in playing with the obstacle avoidance. Blocking the way, touching buttons, or kicking bumpers rarely ceased after complaints from the robot. On the contrary, our efforts in making complaints vary only increased visitors persistence (Fig. 17).

From a system design perspective, reactive scenarios are needed to support the robot in reaching its goals more quickly. From an interaction point of view, we judge their extensive use by visitors as a success.

When trying to get RoboX attention, visitors were often seen waving hands in front of its mechanical face. We see this as acceptance of the face as an anchor of communication, supporting the concept of a mechanical yet familiar face.

Regarding the attachment to the robot, it is interesting to compare the visitor’s behavior to that of the exposition staff. As mentioned earlier, visitors perceived the exposition as a whole, whereas staff was referring to each RoboX individually, assigning it a particular character based on its individual operational performance.
Visitors were willing to learn how to interact. Children particularly seemed to understand the robot easily in their playful manner. Sometimes, visitors’ curiosity went beyond limits, as in the case of the alarm button. Originally intended as a safety feature, it stopped the robot immediately and activated an alarm sound. This unintentionally made it a popular feature among some visitors.

**VIII. CONCLUSION**

This paper has presented experiences of a long-term exhibition **Robotics@Expo.02** with 11 mobile robot tour guides. The design and implementation of the tour-guide robot (RoboX) have been described. Aspects of reliability and safety in public space have been addressed, and human–robot interaction during the exhibition has been assessed.

The objectives of interaction, the exhibition, and its development have been presented. Robotic modalities for interaction have been presented in detail. Perceptive elements (motion detection, face tracking, speech recognition, buttons) have been distinguished from expressive ones (robotic face, speech synthesis, colored button lights). An approach for combining stage-play and reactive scenarios has been presented. An emotional state machine has been used to create convincing expressions from the robot.

For the entire 5-month duration of the exhibition, an evaluation of the robot performance has been given. A performance analysis of modalities for interaction has also been presented. A performance survey to assess human–robot interaction and interaction strategies have also been included.

The event **Robotics@Expo.02** has greatly contributed to our understanding of large-scale human–robot interaction. We hope that the results will contribute to the further development of interactive robots.
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